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Accuracy Graphs of Spectrum-Based Fault
Localization Formulas
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Abstract—The effectiveness of spectrum-based fault localization
techniques primarily relies on the accuracy of their fault localization formulas. Theoretical studies prove the relative accuracy
orders of selected formulas under certain assumptions, forming a
graph of their theoretical accuracy relations. However, it is unclear
whether in such a graph the relative positions of these formulas may
change when some assumptions are relaxed. On the other hand,
empirical studies can measure the actual accuracy of any formula
in controlled settings that more closely approximate practical scenarios but in less general contexts. In this paper, we propose an
empirical framework of accuracy graphs and their construction
that reveal the relative accuracy of formulas. Our work not only
evaluates the association between certain assumptions and the theoretical relations among formulas, but also expands our knowledge
to reveal new potential accuracy relationships of other formulas
which have not been discovered by theoretical analysis. Using our
proposed framework, we identified a list of formula pairs in which
a formula is consistently statistically more accurate than or similar
in accuracy to another, enlightening directions for further theoretical analysis.
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ACRONYMS
ERAO
SBFL
TRAO
XCKX

Empirical rank-ahead-of (relation).
Spectrum-based fault localization.
Theoretical rank-ahead-of (relation).
Work of Xie, Chen, Kuo, and Xu [63].
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Number of passed runs (aep ) and failed runs
(aef ) in which a program entity is executed.
Number of passed runs (an p ) and failed runs
(anf ) in which a program entity is not executed.
Dataset y for analysis of accuracy relations.
A spectrum-based fault localization formula.
The accuracy graph constructed from a dataset.
A node in an accuracy graph.
A subject program in this study.
Ranking schemes for worst, best, average cases.
A set s1 , . . . , sm of program entities si .
Suspiciousness score of a program entity.
A test suite, i.e., a set t1 , . . . , tn of test cases ti .
A faulty version of a (subject) program.

I. INTRODUCTION
ROGRAM debugging is the de facto approach to improve
the reliability of program code. One major challenge is to
locate the faults that cause failures [1], [66]. The state-of-theart techniques for this purpose, such as slicing [29], [57], delta
debugging [66] and spectrum-based fault localization (SBFL)
[27], [62], seek to either reduce [29], [57], [66] or prioritize [27]
the program code for further examination by the developers.
SBFL has received great attention in the last decade [62]. It
utilizes a program spectrum, which is an execution profile that
records which parts of the program are active during execution.
SBFL applies a formula to assign a suspiciousness score [27]
to each program entity based on the program spectra obtained
through a test suite. Such a formula is called an SBFL formula
(or simply a formula). The program entities are then ranked (by
their suspiciousness scores) for subsequent debugging activities.
Various types of program entities have been studied in SBFL,
such as statement [1], branch [69], and path [8].
Many empirical studies [23], [24], [27], [34], [44], [45], [47],
[51], [59], [60] have investigated the accuracy of formulas in
various contexts [62]. The relative accuracy of formulas is commonly quantified by their difference in the sizes of the recommended program entity lists that include at least one target
(faulty) program entity. If the sublist size recommended by a formula is smaller than the sublist size recommended by another
formula, then the former is deemed more accurate.
Some theoretical studies [41], [63] analyze the relative
accuracy of formulas by mathematical proofs under certain
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assumptions adopted in the SBFL literature, which we refer
to as the required assumptions, or the assumptions for short.
For example, both the model in [41] and the analysis in [63] are
valid only for a program with the fault residing entirely in the
same program entity. Under these assumptions, some formulas
were proved to be never less accurate than some other formulas,
and the accuracy of formulas in some groups were proved to be
always identical [41], [63]. These studies pioneered to build a
partial order hierarchy of accuracy relations based on the relative accuracy order of formulas. We call such a pairwise relation
of formulas a theoretical rank-ahead-of (TRAO) relation and the
accuracy relation observed in empirical settings as an empirical
rank-ahead-of (ERAO) relation.
Many formulas associated with known TRAO relations are interconnected [63], forming a directed graph Gtheory (see Fig. 2)
with each formula or each group of equally accurate formulas as
a node and the TRAO relation between two nodes as a directed
edge [63]. We refer to a graph that captures the TRAO or ERAO
relations of formulas as an accuracy graph.
The assumptions made in theoretical analyses are, however,
seldom all valid in every real scenario. We thus ask two questions: 1) What do the accuracy graphs look like when certain
assumptions do not hold? 2) How can one expand known accuracy graphs to include formulas with no currently known TRAO
relations?
To answer these questions, we have developed a novel
methodology that empirically discovers the ERAO relations
among SBFL formulas based on sound and reliable statistical
techniques, leading to the systematic construction of empirical
accuracy graphs. Section III reports our methodology in detail.
Using our methodology, we performed an empirical study on
a benchmark of 17 well-known C and Java programs with real or
seeded faults, including 7 programs in the Siemens suite, space,
4 UNIX utility programs, and 5 Defects4J programs. By executing each faulty version against each corresponding test suite, we
identified whether they satisfied the required assumptions. With
this information, we constructed four kinds of combinations of
subjects (faulty program versions and test suites).
1) The “base” set, which satisfies all the assumptions;
2) another set, which satisfies all the assumptions but one;
3) a third set, which satisfies all the assumptions but another
one;
4) the full set, which contains every valid combination.
We computed the accuracy of the 30 formulas analyzed in the
work of Xie, Chen, Kuo, and Xu [63] (abbreviated as XCKX).
These 30 formulas are hereafter called the XCKX formulas.
Specifically, for every pair of XCKX formulas computed over
each set of combinations, we analyzed whether 1) one formula
was statistically more accurate than another formula, or 2) the
two formulas were statistically not significantly different in accuracy. We used the Kruskal–Wallis test, which is a nonparametric test to get rid of the assumption of normal distributions
in the dataset, to compare the accuracy of every formula pair
and then the multiple comparison test to compare all formulas
as a whole. If the relative accuracy of two formulas Fi and Fj
is consistent across all subjects, one of the following ERAO
relations is established.
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1) Fi is consistently more accurate than Fj .
2) Fi and Fj are consistently similar.
3) Fi is consistently less accurate than Fj (see Section III-E).
From these ERAO relations, we constructed accuracy graphs
for each set of combinations to enable us to compare the ERAO
relations of the XCKX formulas with the TRAO relations. The
resulting accuracy graphs are called XCKX-formula graphs or
unexpanded graphs. We then expanded the XCKX-formula
graphs with additional nodes by computing the accuracy of
12 other SBFL formulas, called non-XCKX formulas. The resulting (expanded) accuracy graphs consist of both XCKX formulas and non-XCKX formulas and are simply called expanded
graphs.
The results of our experiment showed that, when all the required assumptions were satisfied, both the expanded and unexpanded graphs included all the TRAO relations in Gtheory
proved in [63] (see Table V). Thus, using our construction
methodology, we successfully obtained a set of ERAO relations consistent with Gtheory . Our results also revealed extra
ERAO relations not found by previous theoretical studies. We
have identified a set of these extra ERAO relations, which appear
consistently in every empirically constructed accuracy graph in
our experiments. Since our model is statistical in nature, this set
of relations suggests a potential probabilistic version of TRAO
dependencies among the formulas for further theoretical studies, which are more general than what we currently know from
the literature [63]. Moreover, in the accuracy graphs that relaxed
a specific assumption, no edge of TRAO relation was reversed,
that is, the TRAO relations were still held in our empirical setting
despite the removal of some assumption(s). Furthermore, while
previous theoretical results have only proved two formulas to
be maximal in accuracy, our results have revealed a superset of
maximal formulas under typical or more generalized settings.
Thus, whenever the original two maximal formulas are used in
practice or in an experimental investigation, we suggest to also
include the other formulas in this superset of maximal formulas.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that can statistically simulate the TRAO relations (obtained from theory)
empirically using the ERAO relations (obtained from experiment) constructed through our novel methodology. The ERAO
relations that consistently appear in all expanded graphs offer
clues that the corresponding formulas may have unrevealed theoretical dependencies, which may suggest preferential regions
in the accuracy graphs for further theoretical studies. Unlike
previous theoretical analysis frameworks that heavily depend
on the investigator’s personal insights and ad hoc inspirations
to discover and prove TRAO relations for constructing the corresponding accuracy graphs, our methodology has provided a
mechanical and objective technique for investigators to systematically reveal empirical accuracy relations and construct
the accuracy graphs of any sets of SBFL formulas of interest given the appropriate available experimental subjects and
settings. More importantly, unlike mathematical proofs relying on the efforts and intellectual ability of the researchers,
our methodology can be automated and thus a mega-scale
experiment can be conducted in the future which accelerates
the pace of research discovery.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
revisits the preliminaries. Section III presents our empirical
framework and methodology of constructing accuracy graphs.
Section IV analyzes the accuracy graphs constructed from
our experiment and benchmarks with existing work. Section V reviews the related work. Section VI concludes this
paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce the background, notations, and
definitions that are essential for understanding this paper.

Fig. 1. Code excerpt of the flex program version 1 (lines 847–861) [13].
Note: For clarity, blank line and compiler directives are not shown here.

A. Spectrum-Based Fault Localization
Consider a faulty program version V (e.g., by exposing a
failure through testing). SBFL aims at including a faulty entity
in the program in its recommendation list by evaluating the
program spectra obtained from executing V over a test suite T =
{t1 , . . . , tn }, where ti denotes the ith test case and n denotes
the number of test cases in the suite.
A SBFL formula utilizes four variables (called SBFL variables) to compute a suspiciousness score, denoted as susp, of
each program entity in the set S = {s1 , . . . , sm } of all entities
of the program V. The score, susp, is used as an indication of
the fault-suspiciousness of the program entity s.
The four SBFL variables are as follows.
1) aep , the number of passed runs in which s is executed;
2) aef , the number of failed runs in which s is executed;
3) an p , the number of passed runs in which s is not executed;
4) anf , the number of failed runs in which s is not executed.
Here, a run refers to the execution of a test case of the program.
We chose statements as the program entities for empirical
evaluation, but our methodology is applicable to other choices
of entities such as branch [69] or object code instruction [54].
The suspiciousness scores are ranked such that a higher rank
(which has a smaller rank value) indicates that the entity is more
suspicious to correlate to a fault. In empirical studies, the faulty
entity is known and its rank value is usually used to compose a
metric of the formula’s fault localization accuracy.
The term accuracy has different meanings in various contexts
[1], [8]. In this paper, it is used strictly as a measure of the
precision of a formula in recommending a true positive (faulty
statement). It is defined as follows, whereby a smaller accuracy
value indicates a higher precision in fault localization.
accuracy =

Smallest rank value of the faulty statement(s)
Total number of statements in the faulty version

For instance, the SBFL formula, Naish2 [41], is defined as
suspNaish2

= aef −

aep
aep + an p + 1

Fig. 1 shows a code excerpt of the flex program version 1
[13]. The excerpt consists of six executable source statements
(s1 − s6 ) in the function readin(), in which s3 is the faulty
statement. The correct implementation for s3 is as follows:
if ((fulltbl || fullspd) && reject).

TABLE I
EXAMPLE SBFL VARIABLES, SUSPICIOUSNESS SCORES, AND RANK VALUES

Note: The first column refers to the statements s 1 − s 6 in Fig. 1. The bottom row shows
the test verdict of the six test cases t 1 − t 6 (p = passed, f = failed). The rank values were
assigned by three ranking schemes R w , R b , and R a , that represent the worst case, best
case, and average case scenarios, respectively.

Table I illustrates the use of the formula Naish2 to compute the suspiciousness scores and rank values of the executable statements in the code excerpt. The first column refers to
the statements s1 − s6 . The next six columns show the coverage
statistics of the statements obtained from executing the six test
cases t1 − t6 whereby, a cell having the value 1 (respectively 0)
indicates that the corresponding statement is covered (respectively not covered) by each test case. The next five columns
show, respectively, the computed values of the four SBFL variables and the suspiciousness score. The bottom row shows the
test verdict of the six test cases t1 − t6 , where “p” denotes a
passed run and “f” denotes a failed run.
Consider s3 , which is exercised by two failed (t5 and t6 )
and three passed (t1 , t2 , and t3 ) test cases. The values of
aef , anf , aep , and an p for s3 are 2, 0, 3, and 1, respectively,
and the suspiciousness score of s3 is computed as 1.4. The suspiciousness scores of the other statements are computed in the
same way as shown in Table I. All the entities in the program are
then assigned rank values based on their suspiciousness scores
by using a ranking scheme [40]. In this example, s2 and s5
have the same suspiciousness score of –0.4. The three rightmost
columns in Table I show the rank values Rw , Rb , and Ra of
s1 − s6 assigned by three ranking schemes, respectively, which
differ only when assigning ranks to entities of equal scores, as
explained below.
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TABLE II
SBFL FORMULAS STUDIED IN OUR EXPERIMENTS

Non

Fig. 2.

Accuracy graph G th e o ry of relations discovered by Xie et al. [63].

In Table I, Rw , Rb , and Ra denote the rank values assigned
by the modified competition ranking scheme (or the “1-3-3-4”
scheme), the standard competition ranking scheme (or the “1-22-4” scheme), and the fractional ranking scheme (or the “1-2.52.5-4” scheme) [40], respectively. The three ranking schemes
assign the largest possible, smallest possible, and mean rank
value, respectively, to every element of the same value (causing
a “tie”) in the ordered list. In some SBFL empirical studies,
these ranking schemes have been used for assigning ranks to
program entities to represent, respectively, the worst case, best
case, and average case scenarios [59] in computing the accuracy
of formulas, hence the notations Rw , Rb , and Ra .
B. Accuracy Relations Proved by Theoretical Analysis
Xie et al. [63] reported a theoretical analysis on 30 formulas
(the XCKX formulas) under certain assumptions. They proved
the following two key results mathematically. For every possible
program that contains a single fault, that is, a fault solely resided
in a single program entity, 1) some formulas always assign either
the same or a smaller rank value to the faulty program entity s
than some other SBFL formulas, and 2) there exist groups (called
ER groups) of SBFL formulas such that each group contains
multiple formulas and, within each group, all formulas assign
the same rank value to s. The first result establishes the relative
ordering of the accuracy values of most of the XCKX formulas,
and the second result partitions the set of XCKX formulas into
equivalence classes (either ER groups or individual formulas)
in terms of accuracy values. As mentioned in Section I, we refer
to these ordering and equivalence relations together as TRAO
relations for brevity.
Specifically, Xie et al. [63] identified six ER groups, referred
to as ER1–ER6, respectively. All the TRAO relations they dis-

covered can be depicted in the form of an accuracy graph, which
we denote as Gtheory , as shown in Fig. 2.
Each node of Gtheory contains either an individual XCKX
formula or an ER group of two or more XCKX formulas. In
Fig. 2, each node of an individual formula is labeled by its name
and a unique identifier (e.g., “Cohen” and “F26,” respectively),
and each node of an ER group is labeled by its identifier (e.g.,
“ER1”) and the names of its member formulas (e.g., “Naish1,
Naish2”). For simplicity of language, hereafter when discussing
accuracy graphs, we shall refer to the content of a node simply
as a “formula,” which may actually be a single SBFL formula
or a group of SBFL formulas having equal or similar accuracy.
A directed edge → from node N1 to node N2 (denoted as
N1 → N2 ) in Gtheory means that for any formula Fi in N1 and
Fj in N2 , Fi is never less accurate than Fj . Table II includes a
complete list of the 30 XCKX formulas, their identifiers, names,
and ER groups.
The TRAO relations in Gtheory shows the relative accuracy
between any two XCKX formulas in a theoretical context. If
there is no TRAO relation from node N1 to node N2 , then the
formulas in N1 have not been proven to be more accurate than
(or equally accurate as) those in N2 . For example, no XCKX
formula is known to be always not less accurate than those in
ER5, as seen from Fig. 2 that ER5 has no incoming edge.
C. SBFL Assumptions
To render their theoretical analysis tractable, Xie et al. [63]
made a number of simplifying assumptions, many of which are
fundamentally required for the SBFL technique or for many
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SBFL formulas to be meaningful or feasible. But on the other
hand, some of the assumptions may not hold in practice. One
of the strongest assumptions is that all failures are due to the
presence of one and only one fault in the program, and the fault
resides in one and only one program entity that is being ranked
via a formula. Another assumption requires at least one passed
test case and one failed test case in the test suite. Some formulas
will become undefined if there is no passed test case or failed
test case. Nevertheless, previous work [67] has shown that even
when only failed test cases are present, some formulas can still
produce a similar accuracy compared with the presence of additional passed test cases. On the other hand, the absence of
failed test case indicates that there is no detected failure and,
thus, no debugging is needed. Chen et al. [7] further presented
a comprehensive discussion on the various explicit and implicit
assumptions as well as other practical issues for the theoretical
analysis in [63] to be valid and consistent with empirical evaluation results. Furthermore, Abreu et al. [1] have shown in their
experiment that the difference in accuracy of some SBFL formulas could be small if fewer test cases were used. A thorough
treatment of the assumptions and issues is beyond the scope of
this paper. Interested readers are referred to the papers [1], [7],
[41], [62], and [63] for more details.
We have asked a question in Section I on what Gtheory would
look like when relaxing certain assumptions. In this work, we are
interested in two specific assumptions. First, both the mathematical proofs in [63] and the model for analysis in [41] have only
assumed the single-fault scenario. This assumption is popularly
made in many prior empirical studies, while it has also been
acknowledged to be unrealistic. Although some prior empirical
work (such as [12]) reports that the issue of multiple faults in the
same program can be addressed to a certain extent, a full picture
on the relationships among nonsingle faults, ERAO relations,
and the accuracy graph Gtheory is still missing.
Second, the program spectra of crash runs collected are affected by the underlying platform. Some profiling tools can only
collect the coverage information of a failed execution up to the
last visited Ball–Larus path [6] – which is an acyclic path of
a program under path profiling. These tools may miss the coverage on that path if the execution crashes. Some other tools
can collect up to the last entity being executed. For instance,
if the current entity is the only one following the last executed
entity, then the faulty program entity can always be identified;
but not otherwise. Thus, the presence of crash run may violate
the requirement of anf = 0 for the faulty program entity in
theoretical analyses [63] as well as the common SBFL assumption that “every failed test case executes at least one fault whose
execution causes the failure” [53].
Besides assumptions, the theoretical analysis in [63] is also
limited by its scope of having proved only the TRAO relations
among the 30 XCKX formulas. In principle, Gtheory can be
expanded by analyzing more formulas mathematically to reveal
more TRAO relations, yet speculating which potential TRAO
relations might exist and which would be promising candidates
for analytical proofs to be successfully constructed is not easy.
We have also asked in Section I for a feasible and replicable methodology to both validate and expand Gtheory , thereby
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opening up a pathway and paving a bridge to the more difficult
task of theoretical analysis with relaxed assumptions and/or expanded scope to analyze more formulas. In any case, the results
of this study alone can inform us the ERAO relations under less
restrictive and more realistic assumptions and complement our
knowledge of the TRAO relations. To the best of our knowledge, no prior empirical study has achieved these goals nor
produced any graphs that are directly comparable to the one
proved in [63].
III. EMPIRICAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present our empirical framework and
methodology for accuracy graph construction.
A. Benchmark Suite
We selected the following 17 subject programs. Twelve
subject C programs were downloaded from SIR [13]: seven
programs (P1 − P7 ) in the Siemens suite, space (P8 ), four
UNIX utility programs flex, grep, gzip, and sed (P9 − P12 , respectively). The other five subject programs were Java packages downloaded from Defects4J [28]: JFreeChart, Closure
Compiler, Commons Math, Joda-Time, and Commons Lang
(P13 − P17 , respectively). The Siemens suite and UNIX utility programs are seeded-fault subjects, while the others contain
real faults. The faulty statement(s) in each faulty version of a
program were determined by comparing the difference between
its source code and that of the bug-fixed version of the same
program.
For subjects downloaded from SIR, we also downloaded the
test pool and 1000 test suites of each of the Siemens suite
programs and the space program from SIR. According to [13],
these test suites were constructed by iteratively adding test cases
(randomly from the test pool) to each individual test suite in attempting to exercise uncovered branches [13]. The UNIX utilities were downloaded with test pools but no test suite was
available from SIR. We developed a tool to generate 1000 test
suites for each UNIX utility subject program using the same
procedure as described in SIR above except that it attempted to
exercise uncovered statements rather than branches, as our study
took statements as program entities. That is, our tool generated
each test suite by randomly picking test cases one by one from
the test pool until achieving the same statement coverage as the
accumulated statement coverage of the entire test pool.
For subjects downloaded from Defects4J, they were real Java
programs containing real faults. Each subject was packaged
with multiple classes, and every class in the Java package was
associated with its corresponding JUnit test class. Although the
JUnit test cases were designed to test the individual units of the
programs, when they were executed, not only the program units
were covered, but many other parts of the programs beyond
the units were also covered. In the benchmarks, most classes
were not faulty. Nonetheless, for debugging purpose, we did
not know which classes were responsible to fail a test case in a
JUnit test class. Therefore, in SBFL assessment, we included the
executable statements in all these application classes as potential
candidates of faulty statements.
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TABLE III
BENCHMARK SUBJECT PROGRAMS

There were JUnit test classes that contained no failed test
case when executed. Our experiment excluded these JUnit test
classes and their induced statistics in the data analysis.
To investigate the influence of using different amounts of test
cases on the reproduction of ERAO relations, we varied the size
of the test suites by randomly picking 75%, 50%, and 25% of
the test cases from the original test suites while ensuring that the
resultant smaller test suites still satisfied the assumptions made
in constructing the original test suites, with the only exception
of their extents of statement/branch coverage.
To maintain compatibility with the assumptions made in
Gtheory and to avoid some SBFL formulas to become undefined,
our experiment chose to ensure that every test suite included at
least one passed test case and one failed test case. For the same
reason, we also excluded every faulty version for which all its
associated test suites contained no failed test cases. We further
excluded some versions whose faulty entities could not be localized, such as omitting an entire method that could not be referred
by the surrounding entities. In the end, the full dataset of our
experiment included 127 faulty versions in the Siemens suite,
34 faulty versions of the space program, 105 faulty versions
of the UNIX utility programs, and 324 faulty versions of the
Java programs, together with all their corresponding applicable
test suites (except those excluded due to the reasons explained
above). Table III shows the descriptive statistics of the subject
programs and test suites.
B. SBFL Formulas
It is impractical for an experiment to study an exhaustive list
of formulas. Our empirical framework is generic enough to in-

corporate new formulas as needed. To demonstrate the potential
of our framework, our study included all the formulas analyzed
in the two recent theoretical studies [41], [63], as well as three
recent formulas (CBT [61], D2 , and D3 [60]) that were reported
to have outstanding accuracy. In total, we studied 30 XCKX formulas and 12 non-XCKX formulas. We assigned an identifier
to each formula (such as F1 to stand for Naish1). A list of the
identifiers (ID), names, and membership of ER group (where
applicable) of all the 42 formulas studied are shown in Table II.
The exact mathematical formulas and their sources of reference
are listed in the online Appendix.
C. Environment and Tools
We performed data collection in a virtual machine configured
with Intel Xeon CPU X5560 @ 2.8 GHz × 4, 16 GB physical
memory and 1 TB disk storage. We used Ubuntu 12.04 LTS
(64-bit) as the platform for executing the instrumented subject
programs. To instrument C subject programs, we built a tool
on Pin 4.13 [37] to probe the program entities before executing
them to collect statement coverage up to program termination.
We compiled the C subject programs by gcc 4.6.3 using the default (no optimization) option with an argument “-gdwarf-2”
for injecting debugging information. We executed the Java
subject programs under the configuration that came with the
Defects4J framework, including Java 1.7.0_55, Perl 5.18.2, Git
1.9.1, and SVN 1.8.8.
We performed data analysis in a virtual machine with the
same configuration as above but with MS Server installed. We
implemented the programs for compiling the empirical data and
various other automation codes in C# using VS 2012 R2. We
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TABLE IV
DATASETS USED TO CONSTRUCT ACCURACY GRAPHS
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non-XCKX formulas based on the datasets D2 , D3 , and D4 , respectively. Finally, the expanded graph Gtypical was constructed
from the full dataset D1 which contains all valid combinations
of subjects (faulty program versions and test suites) regardless
of whether the assumptions are satisfied or not.
E. Data Analysis and Accuracy Graph Construction

analyzed the data using MATLAB R2104b (8.4.0.150421) and
rendered the accuracy graphs using Graphviz 2.38 [15].
D. Datasets for Construction of Accuracy Graphs
Recall that we intended to construct accuracy graphs that
satisfy all or all but one of the assumptions, and then expand the
graphs with non-XCKX formulas. We refer to an accuracy graph
that contains XCKX formulas only as a XCKX-formula graph
or an unexpanded graph, and one that includes both XCKX and
non-XCKX formulas as an expanded graph.
To begin with, we should first find a way of empirical evaluation that assesses the accuracy of XCKX formulas, compares
their relative accuracy to extract ERAO relations, and then compares the latter with the TRAO relations in Gtheory . As a result, we constructed three XCKX-formula graphs and four expanded graphs that display the ERAO relations of formulas.
Table IV summarizes the constituent datasets of these accuracy
graphs.
The first graph Gbase was constructed from the “base” dataset
D2 that satisfied all the assumptions of Gtheory . Specifically, to
align with the theoretical study [63] that created Gtheory , all
program versions in D2 can be executed by each test case in
their test suites in D2 without crash runs and every fault in
every faulty program version resided in one single statement
only, bearing in mind that we used statement as the program
entity.
The second XCKX-formula graph Gcrash was constructed
from the dataset D3 that satisfied all the assumptions except that
all the test suites in D3 included crashing runs. The third XCKXformula graph Gnonsingle was constructed from the dataset D4
that satisfied all the assumptions except that all the faults in
D4 were nonsingle. To clearly distinguish a single fault from a
nonsingle fault, we define the following criteria for classifying
a fault as single fault: 1) the fault resides in a single program
entity (which in this study refers to a single line in the source
code file), and 2) the entity itself does not contain compound
entities (such as a line consisting of multiple statements which
may cause short-circuit evaluation). A faulty entity that satisfies
these two criteria is considered as a single fault; otherwise, it is
a nonsingle fault.
We note that Xie et al. [63] explicitly assumed the absence of
omission faults in their theoretical analysis. None of the datasets
D2 − D4 contained faulty versions with omission faults.
The three expanded graphs Gexp , Gexp crash , and
Gexp nonsingle , which correspond to Gbase , Gcrash , and
Gnonsingle , were constructed by evaluating both XCKX and

We executed each faulty version of each subject with each test
case and extracted the coverage profile. For each test suite of
each faulty version, we applied each SBFL formula to compute
the suspiciousness scores of all the statements of the faulty
version. We applied each of the three ranking schemes (see
Section II-A) to compute a rank value for each faulty statement
and then the accuracy of that SBFL formula.
To choose appropriate statistical tools for comparing the accuracy of formulas, we had performed a normality test to the
accuracy values computed from the formulas and the datasets
(D1 to D4 ). The hypothesis of a normal distribution was rejected
at the 5% significance level. Hence, we chose to use the Kruskal–
Wallis test, which is a nonparametric counterpart of the classical
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), to determine whether
the accuracy values computed by different formulas and datasets
came from the same population. The multiple comparison test
[22] was then used in conjunction with the Kruskal–Wallis test
to compare all the studied formulas together to determine which
groups of them were statistically similar or different. Bonferroni correction was used to compensate the familywise error
of both tests. All such analysis tasks were accomplished with
MATLAB.
To describe the groupings of formulas, we used a popular
community function of MATLAB called my_ph_letters [3] that
converted results of multiple comparison tests into letter groups,
that is, a list (string) of English alphabets representing the relative order of the accuracy of the formulas. For instance, letter
“A” refers to the group of the most accurate formulas, letter “B”
refers to the next most accurate group, and so on. A formula may
belong to a group labeled by a single letter (e.g., a group with
label “A” containing the most accurate formulas) or a string of
two or more consecutive letters (such as “DEF”) in alphabetical
order. We refer to such a label as letter label. Groups of formulas
that share a letter in their labels are said to be similar, meaning that their differences of accuracy values are (statistically)
insignificant, whereas the accuracy values of groups that do not
share a letter in their labels are (statistically) significantly different (From hereon, to avoid verbosity, the word “statistically”
will be omitted when it is clear from the context). For example,
a formula with the letter label “CD” is significantly less accurate than another one with the letter label “B,” but the former is
similar in accuracy to the formula whose letter label is “DEF”
which shares the letter “D” with “CD.”
From the letter labels of all formulas, we determined the
accuracy relation between two formulas f1 and f2 with respect
to a subject program and a ranking scheme as follows.
1) f1 and f2 are in the same letter group, denoted as f1  f2,
if the letter labels of f1 and f2 are exactly the same. In this
case, f1 and f2 are similar in accuracy.
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Fig. 3. Functions for extracting accuracy relations and ERAO relations.
Note: The function GetLetterLabel retrieves the respective letter label of f1
and f2 with respect to p and r from MATLAB using the community function
my_ph_letters [3] as explained in Section III-E of this paper.

2) f1 is more accurate than f2, denoted as f1 > f2, if all letters
in the label of f1 precede all those of f2, or equivalently,
the ending letter of the label of f1 precedes the begin letter
of the label of f2, e.g., when the labels of f1 and f2 are “A”
and “BC,” respectively.
3) f1 is less accurate than f2, denoted as f1 < f2, if f2 is more
accurate than f1.
4) Otherwise, if none of the above three cases apply, then f1
and f2 are not in the same letter group but are still similar
in accuracy (as they share at least one letter in their labels
and, hence, their difference in accuracy is statistically
insignificant), denoted as f1  f2, e.g., when their labels
are “BC” and “CD,” respectively.
Fig. 3 shows the function, Compare, to implement the above
four cases for determining the accuracy relation between two
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formulas f1 and f2 with respect to a subject program p and a
ranking scheme r, based on the letter labels returned by the
function GetLetterLabel which retrieves them from MATLAB
using the community function my_ph_letters [3] as explained
earlier in this section.
There were 17 subject programs and 3 ranking schemes,
yielding 51 accuracy relations for each formula pair and dataset.
By comparing the accuracy relations of each formula pair in
each dataset, we went on to analyze whether a formula in the
pair was, across all 17 subject programs and all three ranking
schemes, consistently similar to or consistently more accurate
than the other, or otherwise.
Two formulas f1 and f2 are said to be consistently similar (in
accuracy), denoted as f1 ∼ f2, if they are similar in accuracy to
each other (that is, f1  f2 or f1  f2) with respect to all subject
programs and all ranking schemes or, equivalently, f1 is neither
more accurate nor less accurate than f2 (that is, f1  f2 and
f1  f2) with respect to any subject program and any ranking
scheme.
A formula f1 is said to be consistently more accurate than
another formula f2, denoted as f1 → f2, if (a) f1 is more accurate than f2 (that is, f1 > f2) with respect to at least one
subject program and one ranking scheme, and (b) f1 is not
less accurate than f2 (that is, f1  f2) with respect to any subject program and any ranking scheme. In such a case, we also
say that f2 is consistently less accurate than f1, denoted as
f2 ← f1.
Two formulas f1 and f2 are said to have an ERAO relation
with each other if either one of the following is true: (f1 → f2)
or (f1 ← f2) or (f1 ∼ f2). On the other hand, if none of these is
true, then f1 and f2 have no ERAO relation, denoted as f1 Δ f2.
Fig. 3 also shows the function, Extract ERAO relations, for
extracting all ERAO relations for further data analysis.
The ERAO relations are our empirical analog of the TRAO
relations developed in the theoretical analysis of Xie et al. [63].
To ease comparison, we overload the same notations →, ←, and
∼ to represent the corresponding TRAO relations even though
the latter were not defined in statistical terms. When all the
ERAO relations with respect to a dataset are extracted, an empirical accuracy graph can be constructed in a similar way that
Gtheory can be constructed from the TRAO relations discovered
in [63], as elaborated toward the end of this section.
Fig. 4 illustrates the construction of an accuracy graph by
means of a small example. Fig. 4(a) shows a table of the letter
labels of seven formulas (Fa − Fg ) with respect to six subject
programs (Pu − Pz ) and a particular ranking scheme (for
simplicity, this example considers only one ranking scheme
instead of all three). The two functions shown in Fig. 3 can be
used to transform the table of letter labels in Fig. 4(a) to the table
of ERAO relations in Fig. 4(b), from which the accuracy graph
shown in Fig. 4(c) can then be constructed, as detailed below.
For instance, consider the formulas Fa and Fb . With respect to
Pu , the letter labels of Fa and Fb are “A” and “BC,” respectively.
Now we have Fa > Fb because “A” precedes “BC.” Similarly,
with respect to Pw and Px , we also have Fa > Fb . On the other
hand, with respect to Pv , we have Fa ≈ Fb because the letter
labels of Fa and Fb are “BC” and “AB,” respectively, which
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Fig. 4. Example for constructing an accuracy graph of formulas∗ . (a) Letter
groups of formulas with respect to subject programs. (b) The ERAO relations
extracted from the table in (a). (c) Legend for Fig. 5: the accuracy graph constructed from the table in (b).
Note: ∼ means that the two formulas are consistently similar. → means that the
formula at the left (row label) is consistently more accurate than the formula at
the top (column label). ← means that the formula at the left is consistently less
accurate than the formula at the top. Δ means that no consistent ERAO relation
can be established between the formulas at the left and the top.
∗ For simplicity of language, the term “formula” refers to either an individual
SBFL formula (e.g., F3 3 ) or an ER group of formulas (e.g., ER2).

share the letter “B” but are not identical. Finally, with respect
to Py and Pz , we have Fa ≡ Fb because their letter labels
are identical. Thus, the set of accuracy relations between Fa
and Fb is {>, , }, which contains > but not <. Therefore,
Fa → Fb . Thus, in Fig. 4(b), the symbol “→” is filled in the cell
that intersects the row Fa and the column Fb , and the symbol
“←” is filled in the cell that intersects the row Fb and the column
Fa .
As another instance, consider the formulas Fa and Fc . With
respect to Pu , their letter labels are “A” and “B,” respectively.
Now we have Fa > Fc because “A” precedes “B.” Similarly,
with respect to Pw − Py , we also have Fa > Fc , but with respect to Pv and Pz , we have Fa < Fc . Thus, the set of accuracy
relations between Fa and Fc is {<, >}. As there is no consistent
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accuracy relation, we have Fa Δ Fc . Thus, in Fig. 4(b), the
symbol “Δ” is filled in the cell that intersects the row Fa and
the column Fc , as well as the cell that intersects the row Fc and
the column Fa . Other cells in Fig. 4(b) can be filled in a similar
way.
From the table in Fig. 4(b), we can construct the accuracy
graph in Fig. 4(c) as follows. We first construct a simple node
to represent each individual formula, using a rectangular shape
for an XCKX formula node and an oval shape for a non-XCKX
formula node. When a formula f1 is consistently more accurate
than another formula f2 (that is, f1 → f2), we construct a directed
edge (shown as dashed arrow) from the node f1 to the node f2,
such as the one from Fc to Fg . If a group of formulas (e.g.,
{Fb , Fe }) are consistently similar and all of their incoming and
outgoing edges are the same, we enclose the formulas in a larger
rectangle to form a composite node. If all the formulas in two
nodes (such as the simple node Fd and the composite node
containing {Fb , Fe }) are consistently similar but have different
incoming or outgoing edge(s), we join the two nodes with a thick
undirected edge. To avoid excessive edges that degrade graph
readability, we perform transitive reduction [2] before rendering
the graph. For instance, since Fa → Fb and Fb → Ff , the edge
that represents Fa → Ff is omitted in Fig. 4(c).
A formula in an accuracy graph [e.g., Fc in Fig. 4(c)] is called
maximal if no other formula is consistently more accurate than
it. A node is called maximal and shaded in yellow if it has
no incoming directed edge. At the other extreme, a formula is
called minimal [e.g., Fg in Fig. 4(c)] if it is not consistently
more accurate than any other formula, and a node is minimal if
it has no outgoing directed edge.
We extracted all ERAO relations among the XCKX formulas
from datasets D2 − D4 to construct the XCKX-formula graphs
Gbase , Gcrash , and Gnonsingle , respectively, and all ERAO relations among all the 42 formulas (30 XCKX and 12 non-XCKX
formulas) from datasets D1 − D4 to construct the expanded
graphs Gtypical , Gexp , Gexp crash , and Gexp nonsingle , respectively.
IV. ANALYZING THE ACCURACY GRAPHS
This section analyzes the accuracy graphs constructed from
our experiment, summarizes our findings, and compares with
prior SBFL empirical results.
Fig. 5 shows the seven accuracy graphs constructed
from datasets D1 − D4 : the three XCKX-formula graphs
Gbase , Gcrash , and Gnonsingle in subfigures (b’), (c’),
and (d’), respectively, and the four expanded graphs
Gtypical , Gexp , Gexp crash , and Gexp nonsingle in subfigures (a)–
(d), respectively. The reader may refer to Fig. 4(c) which also
serves as a legend for interpreting the shapes of nodes and edges
of the graphs in Fig. 5.
A. Qualitative Analysis
1) Characteristics of XCKX-Formula Graphs: First, we examine the characteristics of XCKX-formula graphs. Gbase was
constructed from the dataset D2 . The ERAO relations in Gbase
depicted in Fig. 5(b’) are highly consistent to Gtheory . It shows
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Fig. 5. Accuracy graphs constructed from this empirical study.
Note: Refer to Fig. 4(c) for the legend to the graphs in this figure. Graphs shown in (b), (c), and (d) were constructed from the same datasets as those for the graphs
shown in (b’), (c’), and (d’), respectively, but the former were expanded to include non-XCKX formulas in the analysis while the latter included XCKX formulas
only.
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that through our methodology, we successfully constructed
Gbase , with Gtheory as its proper subgraph. Like Gtheory , Gbase
has two disjoint subgraphs with maximal nodes ER1 and ER5,
respectively, and the subgraph of ER1 forms a cluster of connected nodes of all XCKX formulas except ER5. The least
accurate formulas are in the group ER4. Furthermore, Gbase
contains 13 new edges that are not present in Gtheory . The new
edges are ER2 → F25 , ER6 → ER4, F24 → ER6, F24 → F27 ,
F25 → ER6, F26 → F25 , F27 → ER4, F31 ∼ F33 , F33 → F34 ,
F33 → F38 , F34 → F24 , F34 → F26 , and F38 → ER4. That is,
the TRAO relations of Gtheory have been enriched to Gbase with
previously unknown ERAO relations.
Gcrash was constructed from the dataset D3 . Fig. 5(c’) shows
that, similar to Gbase , Gcrash has two subgraphs with maximal
nodes ER1 and ER5, respectively. The least accurate formulas
are also in the group ER4. Interestingly, while the layouts of
Gcrash and Gbase look different, none of their edges is in the
reverse direction of those in Gtheory . In addition, Gcrash contains
25 new edges that are not present in Gtheory . They are ER2 →
ER6, ER2 → F24 , ER2 → F25 , ER2 → F26 , ER2 → F27 , ER2
∼ F31 , ER2 ∼ F34 , ER6 ∼ F27 , F25 ∼ F26 , F31 → ER6, F31
→ F24 , F31 → F25 , F31 → F26 , F31 → F27 , F31 ∼ F34 , F33 →
ER2, F33 → F31 , F33 → F34 , F33 → F38 , F34 → ER6, F34 →
F24 , F34 → F25 , F34 → F26 , F34 → F27 , and F38 → ER4.
Gnonsingle was constructed from the dataset D4 . Fig. 5(d’)
shows that Gnonsingle has two subgraphs, one with maximal node ER1, and the other with maximal node ER5. Like
Gtheory , Gbase , and Gcrash , a cluster is formed with ER1 while
ER5 forms a separate unconnected node, and the least accurate
formulas are in group ER4. Again, Gtheory is a proper subgraph
of Gnonsingle . Gnonsingle contains 13 new edges that are absent
in Gtheory , namely, ER2 → F25 , ER2 → F27 , ER6 → ER4, F24
→ F25 , F24 → F27 , F25 → ER3, F25 → ER6, F26 → F34 , F27
→ ER6, F31 → F24 , F31 ∼ F33 , F33 → F34 , and F38 → ER4.
Result 1a: The three XCKX-formula graphs reveal new
ERAO relations atop the TRAO relations of Gtheory . Moreover, none of the ERAO relations is contradictory to the
TRAO relations of Gtheory . All these three graphs are indeed strikingly similar in revealing TRAO relations. They
validate that the TRAO relations in Gtheory appear to be
robust with respect to the specific changes in assumption
under study represented by these datasets, and the proven
TRAO relations are empirically sound even when not all the
assumptions hold.
2) Bridging Relative Accuracy Between Experiment and
Theory: Next, we examine the extents of reproduction of TRAO
relations (in Gtheory ) with ERAO relations in the empirical
graphs. Two kinds of TRAO relations can be revealed from
Gtheory : 1) direct TRAO relations that are shown as directed
edges (such as ER1 → ER6) in Gtheory , and 2) indirect TRAO
relations that can be inferred through the direct TRAO relations,
such as ER1 → F24 inferred from ER1 → F33 and F33 → F24 .
Table V shows whether the 14 direct and 10 indirect relations
in Gtheory are present in the empirical accuracy graphs. In the
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TABLE V
REPRODUCTION OF TRAO RELATIONS IN EMPIRICAL ACCURACY GRAPHS

2nd to 5th columns of the table, the symbol  indicates that the
corresponding TRAO relation (→ or ∼) in Gtheory is observed
in the empirical graph,  indicates that the TRAO relation (→)
in Gtheory is observed as the “consistently similar” relation (∼)
in the empirical graph, and × indicates that the TRAO relation
in Gtheory “disappears” (i.e., is not found) in the empirical
graph.
Gtypical was constructed from the full dataset D1 that includes
all valid combinations of faulty program versions and test suites
regardless of whether the assumptions are satisfied or not. It
was chosen to reflect the typical scenarios in practice where
a myriad of realistic causes (such as the presence of omission
faults and/or platform dependent failures) might arise violating
one or more of the assumptions.
As seen from Table V, Gtypical only reproduces 5 ( =36%
out of 14) direct TRAO relations and 6 ( =60% out of 10)
indirect TRAO relations while the remaining TRAO relations
in Gtheory are all absent in Gtypical . The proportions of disappeared direct and indirect TRAO relations are 64% and 40%,
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respectively. By contrast, both Gbase and Gexp reproduce all the
TRAO relations in Gtheory . This finding provides encouraging
supporting evidence that our framework and methodology of
empirically replicating and expanding the TRAO relations as
well as revealing new ERAO relations rests on a strong basis.
For the graphs constructed by relaxing a specific assumption, each of Gcrash , Gexp crash , Gnonsingle , and Gexp nonsingle
reproduces 12–14 direct and 9–10 indirect TRAO relations,
constituting 86–100% and 90–100% of the TRAO relations,
respectively. The “disappeared” TRAO relations (F31 → F34 ,
F34 → ER2, and F31 → ER2) actually become consistently similar relations (F31 ∼ F34 , F34 ∼ ER2, and F31 ∼ ER2) in the
empirical graphs. In other words, even though one formula in
such a pair is theoretically proved to be never less accurate than
the other, they are empirically found to be similar in statistical terms. This finding complements the theoretical analysis by
providing a more precise picture of the relationships in practical
scenarios.
Result 1b: The empirical accuracy graphs reproduce the
TRAO relations of Gtheory to different extents. Gtypical only
reproduces 36% direct and 60% indirect TRAO relations
in Gtheory ; the others disappeared in our empirical accuracy graphs. Gbase and Gexp reproduce all the TRAO relations of Gtheory . The graphs constructed by relaxing a specific assumption, Gcrash and Gnonsingle (or Gexp crash and
Gexp nonsingle ), reproduce 86–100% direct and 90–100% indirect TRAO relations, while the remaining TRAO relations
become the “consistently similar” relation. The TRAO relations appear to be quite robust with respect to the violation of
only one of the required assumptions (single fault or absence
of crash run) of Gtheory , which is interesting. However, most
of the TRAO relations do not hold when multiple assumptions are violated.
Results 1a and 1b consolidate the underpinnings of our
methodology on how additional formulas can be incorporated
to expand accuracy graphs.
3) Characteristics of Expanded Graphs: We now examine the characteristics of the expanded graphs, beginning with
Gtypical .
First, we compare the ERAO relations of Gtypical with the
TRAO relations of Gtheory . Fig. 5(a) shows that Gtypical consists of two clusters of connected nodes with the maximal
nodes ER1a , ER1b , ER5a , F39 , F41 , and F42 . We observe
that even if some formulas (in the same ER group) have
been proved to be equivalent in accuracy, they may exhibit
very different relative accuracy in typical scenarios, which is
interesting.
ER1 in Gtypical is one such instance. Its two member formulas
Naish1 and Naish2 have significantly different accuracy values
and they bear no ERAO relation. They are two separate nodes
labeled as ER1a and ER1b , respectively, in Gtypical . ER5 is another instance, which is split into two connected nodes ER5a
and ER5b in Gtypical . It again illustrates that the TRAO rela-
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tions do not necessarily hold in typical scenarios. Furthermore,
Gtypical also reveals new ERAO relations that do not appear in
Gtheory .
We next examine the characteristics of the expanded graphs
that supplement the existing theoretical framework with ERAO
relations derived from both XCKX and non-XCKX formulas.
Fig. 5(b)–(d) shows Gexp , Gexp crash , and Gexp nonsingle ,
respectively. After incorporating 12 non-XCKX formulas, as
expected, the graphs Gbase , Gcrash , and Gnonsingle were expanded to include more nodes and edges in Gexp , Gexp crash ,
and Gexp nonsingle , respectively, rather than merging them into
the existing nodes and edges. In comparing the unexpanded
graphs with their expanded ones, we observe several common
characteristics. In each of the unexpanded graphs, both ER1 and
ER5 are the maximal nodes, while ER4 contains the least accurate formulas. In all the expanded graphs except Gtypical , both
ER1 and ER5 remain to be maximal and ER4 remains to be the
least accurate group of formulas, but now ER1 is consistently
similar to the non-XCKX formula F39 , ER5 is consistently similar to the non-XCKX formula F36 , and ER4 is consistently
similar to the non-XCKX formula F32 . Besides, ER2 is consistently similar to the non-XCKX formula F30 .
4) Potential Theoretical Relations (TRAO or Beyond): We
found 21 new ERAO relations that consistently appear in all the
expanded graphs. Twelve of them involve pairs each containing
an XCKX formula and a non-XCKX formula: ER2 ∼ F30 , ER4
∼ F32 , F25 ∼ F28 , F25 ∼ F29 , F25 ∼ F40 , F31 ∼ F42 , F34 ∼
F41 , ER2 → F28 , ER2 → F29 , ER2 → F40 , F25 → F35 , and
F30 → F25 . The other nine ERAO relations are between pairs
of non-XCKX formulas: F28 ∼ F29 , F28 ∼ F40 , F29 ∼ F40 , F28
→ F35 , F29 → F35 , F30 → F28 , F30 → F29 , F30 → F40 , and
F40 → F35 . These relations seem robust enough to “withstand”
the change of the underlying datasets from closely satisfying
the required assumptions in Gexp to violating some of them in
Gtypical .
The ERAO relations of each graph were grounded on hypothesis testing to ensure the pairs being statistically similar or
different in accuracy. Such relations are important as they were
found to consistently appear in all the expanded graphs. We
conjecture that such formula pairs potentially have yet-to-bediscovered theoretical relations. It is thus worthy to set a higher
priority to investigate their potential theoretical dependency, for
instance, whether F30 and F32 are theoretically equivalent in
accuracy to ER2 and ER4, respectively, or whether F39 , a maximal node of all graphs, is provably never less accurate than ER3
given that all graphs contain F39 → ER3.
In reality, knowing in advance whether the fault under debugging is single or not is out of the question. Moreover, a
given test suite for SBFL may not be chosen by a tester to
ensure no crash run (e.g., the only failed test is a crash run).
The prior theoretical study [63] conjectures that if Gtheory and
Gtypical are not very different, then researchers may focus on
the comparison of non-XCKX formulas against formulas in
ER1 and ER5 without bothering the assumptions of Gtheory .
Our results not only provide empirical evidence to support this
conjecture, but also quantify which parts of the two graphs
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are consistently similar and which parts of them consistently
differ.
Result 2: We have identified new ERAO relations which
consistently appear in all expanded graphs. As these relations
were obtained through statistical hypothesis tests of whether
any two formulas have significantly different accuracy, we
conjecture that these relations are statistically reliable. We
recommend focusing on further investigation of these relationships, particularly those in connection with the existing
theoretical framework.

Result 3: Given the Results 1a, 1b, and 2, we observe that
Gexp crash and Gexp nonsingle (both constructed by relaxing
one specific assumption) are strikingly similar to Gexp in
retaining all or almost all of the TRAO relations of Gtheory .
Nevertheless, Gtypical (built on datasets that might violate
several assumptions) is very different from Gexp in its failure
to preserve most of the TRAO relations. Since the relaxation
of each of our two chosen specific assumptions does not
cause such a big difference, it is worthy to further investigate
whether the difference is caused by other factors such as
omission fault or platform-dependent issue.

The TRAO relations in [41], [63] were established based on a
number of required assumptions, some of which may not be satisfied in practice. Gtypical has shown that the maximal formulas
within ER1 actually have different accuracy values in practice.
Gtypical shows that ER1 may be split into two groups of consistently similar formulas, ER1a and ER1b , where ER1a actually
bears no ERAO relation with ER1b . Gtypical has also shown
that, in practice, the group ER5 should be split into ER5a and
ER5b , where ER5a is consistently more accurate than ER5b .
These empirical observations demonstrate that the current proving techniques presented in existing theoretical analysis are still
not powerful enough to either prove or disprove the TRAO relations in practical scenarios when the assumptions do not hold.
New mathematical tools need to be developed to prove or disprove the TRAO relations in practice.
On the other hand, although empirical studies suffer from
certain threats to validity, where the ERAO relations obtained
are often found inconsistent over different settings, such researches can help to provoke debates of the actual accuracy in
practice over the theoretical work. Our work has broken the barrier between theoretical and empirical studies by developing a
state-of-the-art empirical framework to validate or disprove the
theoretical accuracy relations of formulas. Our framework is robust enough to include any new SBFL formulas and to establish
new ERAO relations via accuracy graphs. For instance, Gtypical
has provided counter-examples for disproving the conjectures
of theoretical accuracy relations, while Gbase and Gexp help to
validate or discover new TRAO relations for further theoretical
analysis.

Fig. 6. Venn diagram of the distribution of ERAO relations in accuracy graphs.
Note: (1) Each oval shape represents two graphs: an XCKX-formula graph (e.g.,
G b a se ) and its corresponding expanded graph (e.g., G e x p ). (2) Since G ty p ic a l
is an expanded graph, its XCKX-formula subset (denoted as G ty p ic a l | X C K X )
will be compared with another XCKX-formula graph. (3) The four oval shapes
overlap to form 15 disjoint regions, indexed by the IDs 1–15, respectively, in the
above diagram. Each region represents√the set of the ERAO relations that appear
in all of the graphs indicated by a tick ( ) but in none of the graphs indicated by a
cross (✗) in the column of the region ID in the table above. For instance, Region
6 represents the subset (G 2 ∩ G 3 ) \ (G 4 ∪ G 1 ) where G 2 , G 3 , G 4 , and
G 1 are G b a se , G c ra sh , G n o n sin g le , and G ty p ic a l | X C K X for XCKX-formula
graphs, and G e x p , G e x p c ra sh , G e x p n o n sin g le , and G ty p ic a l for expanded
graphs, respectively. (4) Below the ID of each region in the above Venn diagram
is a pair of numbers shown in the form of (x/y), where x (respectively y) is
the number of ERAO relations of the XCKX-formula graphs (respectively the
expanded graphs) in that region. For instance, the numbers (4/5) under region
ID 6 mean that in Region 6, there are 4 ERAO relations in G b a se and G c ra sh
but in neither G n o n sin g le nor G ty p ic a l | X C K X , and 5 ERAO relations in G e x p
and G e x p c ra sh but in neither G e x p n o n sin g le nor G ty p ic a l .

B. Quantitative Analysis
This section reports a quantitative analysis of the accuracy
graphs comparing between satisfying versus not satisfying one
or all of the assumptions. In doing so, we observe interesting
results as elaborated in the two sections below.
Since Gtypical is an expanded graph constructed from the full
dataset without regard to the satisfaction of assumptions, we
will use its XCKX-formula subset, defined as Gtypical | XCKX
= {e ∈ Gtypical : e is an ERAO relation between two
XCKX formulas}, for comparing with other XCKX-formula
graphs.
1) Graph Dissimilarities Associated With Assumption Violation: Fig. 6 shows a Venn diagram populated with data that
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TABLE VI
EXTENTS OF OVERLAP AMONG ACCURACY GRAPHS

overview the distribution of ERAO relations among accuracy
graphs. Mathematically, an accuracy graph is simply a set of
accuracy relations. So the extent of overlap (similarity) between
two graphs Gx and Gy , denoted as overlap(Gx , Gy ), may be
quantified by the proportion of common elements in the sets,
that is
overlap(Gx , Gy ) =

Number of elements in Gx ∩ Gy
.
Number of elements in Gx ∪ Gy

Table VI shows the extents of overlap between Gbase and
other XCKX-formula graphs, as well as those between Gexp
and other expanded graphs, respectively. We have the following
observations.
First, all percentages of overlap are moderate to high, ranging
between 64.2% and 88.9%.
Second, for XCKX-formula graphs, Gbase is most similar
to Gnonsingle but less similar to Gcrash and least similar to
Gtypical | XCKX (the extents of overlap being 88.9%, 69.7%, and
64.4%, respectively). For expanded graphs, Gexp is also most
similar to Gexp nonsingle but less similar to Gexp crash and least
similar to Gtypical (the extents of overlap being 86.7%, 67.8%,
and 64.2%, respectively).
By comparing Gbase with Gnonsingle and Gexp with
Gexp nonsingle , violating the single-fault assumption accounts
for 11.1% ( = 1 – 88.9%), and 13.3% ( = 1 – 86.7%) in difference, respectively. However, the differences when using crash
runs are larger, up to 32.2% ( = 1 – 67.8%) for the expanded
graph Gexp crash . When violating multiple assumptions, the differences are even larger, up to 35.8% ( = 1 – 64.2%) for the
expanded graph Gtypical .
Third, the graph dissimilarities associated with violation of
assumptions are generally not substantially affected when expanding from the XCKX-formula graphs to include non-XCKX
formulas. As seen in the bottom row of Table VI, the effects
of expanding from Gnonsingle to Gexp nonsingle , from Gcrash to
Gexp crash , and from Gtypical | XCKX to Gtypical are only 2.2%
(out of 88.9%), 1.9% (out of 69.7%), and 0.2% (out of 64.4%),
respectively, which are rather small.

Result 4: Violating the single-fault assumption alone
accounts for 11.1−13.3% difference in ERAO relations,
whereas the use of test suites having crash runs alone results in a difference of 30.3−32.2% in ERAO relations. Furthermore, violating multiple assumptions leads to even larger
differences (35.6−35.8%). In comparison, the changes in expanding the graphs with more formulas are rather small (only
2.2%, 1.9%, and 0.2%, respectively) in all these scenarios.

2) Regions to Which the Majority of ERAO Relations Belongs: In Fig. 6, the numbers (276/581) at the bottom of the
Venn diagram are the total numbers of ERAO relations identified from the XCKX-formula graphs and expanded graphs,
respectively. We examine the specific regions to which the
majority of ERAO relations belong and have the following
observations.
Graphs Gbase and Gexp contain 238 and 500 ERAO relations, respectively, which constitute 86.2% and 86.1% of
all the ERAO relations found in this study. Outside these
two graphs, the majority of the ERAO relations reside
in Gnonsingle and Gexp nonsingle . Specifically, if our analysis considers nonsingle faults, the combined sets Gbase ∪
Gnonsingle and Gexp ∪ Gexp nonsingle already constitute 262
(94.9%) and 555 (95.5%) of all the ERAO relations,
respectively.
Furthermore, if crash runs are also included, the
combined sets Gbase ∪ Gnonsingle ∪ Gcrash and Gexp ∪
Gexp nonsingle ∪ Gexp crash constitute 273 (98.9%) and 570
(98.1%) of all the ERAO relations, respectively. Only the 3
and 11 ERAO relations in Region 7 of Gtypical are not in
the combined sets Gbase ∪ Gnonsingle ∪ Gcrash and Gexp ∪
Gexp nonsingle ∪ Gexp crash , respectively.
Hence, more than 98% of all the ERAO relations in this study
can be found by constructing accuracy graphs from the datasets
D2 (that satisfy all assumptions), D3 (that include crash runs),
and D4 (that include nonsingle faults). Apparently, other violations of assumptions are associated with only a small proportion
of the ERAO relations.
Result 5: Utilizing Gbase , Gcrash , and Gnonsingle is sufficient to identify 98.9% of the ERAO relations of XCKX formulas, while utilizing Gexp , Gexp crash , and Gexp nonsingle
is sufficient to identify 98.1% of the ERAO relations of both
XCKX and non-XCKX formulas. It shows that to identify
ERAO relations in empirical studies, considering only nonsingle faults as well as faults that lead to crash runs might be
sufficiently close to the typical or practical scenarios.

C. Benchmarking Prior SBFL Empirical Results
In this section, we further apply our accuracy graphs to benchmark the results reported in the publications from four toptier software engineering venues [46]: FSE, ICSE, TOSEM,
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TABLE VII
CROSS VALIDATION OF RESULTS OF RELATED WORK

and TSE, together with notable publications from JSS and the
present journal (TRel). We have selected eight representative
publications for which the SBFL formulas and/or empirical data
under study are closely relevant to this work. For brevity, we
overload the same notations →, ←, and ∼ to represent the
relative effectiveness among formulas observed in their experiments. The results of validation with these publications are
summarized in Table VII. In the table, we highlight their major
results on SBFL formulas and indirectly connect them to the
theoretical results in [63] through comparing with our accuracy
graphs. Consistency between our results and the highlighted results helps to triangulate both results. Inconsistency between the
results suggests areas that require further investigation through
replication of experiments.
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TABLE VIII
REPRODUCTION OF ERAO RELATIONS WHEN THE TEST SUITE SIZE VARIES

We would like to verify the potential impact on the observed
ERAO relations if the test suite size is varied. We randomly
selected 75%, 50%, and 25% of the test cases from the original
test suites in this empirical study while preserving the assumptions made in constructing the original test suites except for the
extents of statement/branch coverage. The experimental procedures are the same as those reported in Section III.
Table VIII summarizes the number and percentage of ERAO
relations reproduced (compared with the original test suites) in
the expanded accuracy graphs, Gtypical , Gexp , Gexp crash , and
Gexp nonsingle , by test suites constructed from 100%, 75%, 50%,
and 25% of the test cases in the original test suites.
As shown in Table VIII, a total of 175 ERAO relations are revealed in Gtypical . When the test suite size drops to 75%, 50%,
and 25%, the percentages of ERAO relations in Gtypical that
can be obtained by the reduced test suites are 92%, 90%, and
86%, respectively. Gexp contains 246 ERAO relations. When
the test suite size drops to 75%, 50%, and 25%, the percentages
of ERAO relations in Gexp that can be obtained by the reduced
test suites are 98%, 94%, and 90%, respectively. Gexp crash and
Gexp nonsingle contain 220 and 249 ERAO relations, respectively. When the test suite size drops as above, the percentages of
ERAO relations in Gexp crash that are preserved by the reduced
test suites are 97%, 95%, and 89%, respectively, whereas for
Gexp nonsingle , the corresponding percentages are 92%, 90%,
and 84%, respectively. Overall, the percentages of preserved
ERAO relations are very high, ranging from 84% to 98%. The
ERAO relations are not substantially affected even when the
size of the test suite drops to only 25%. Thus, the ERAO relations appear to be robust with respect to variations in test suite
sizes.
Result 6: For all accuracy graphs, when the number of
test cases is reduced to 75% from the original test suite,
92–98% of ERAO relations can still be reproduced. When
the number of test cases drops to 50% and 25%, 90–95%
and 84–90% of ERAO relations are preserved, respectively.
Hence, the ERAO relations appear to be robust with respect
to variations in test suite sizes.

D. ERAO Relations With Different Test Suite Sizes
Empirical studies [1], [44] have identified that the accuracy of
SBFL formulas can be affected to different extents by varying
test suite sizes. Sometimes, the difference can be small.

E. Threats to Validity
The results of empirical studies invariably depend on the
subjects used. They may or may not hold for other programs,
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test data, execution environments or platforms, and so on. To
facilitate cross-validation of results, our experiment studied 17
subject programs which have been widely used in existing software testing and SBFL research. Building accuracy graphs using
other experimental setups can strengthen the generalizability of
our result.
Our experimental subjects include different sized programs
as well as spanning over two programming languages (C and
Java). Each C subject is a complete program executed as a whole
when running the test cases. Although the test suites of the Java
subjects were JUnit test cases, which were by design unit tests,
yet because the subjects are real and complete programs with
no artificial stubs or drivers, execution of the JUnit test cases invariably covers many parts of the programs other than the units
under test in such a way that the test executions were actually
extended to integration-level coverage beyond the pure unitlevel coverage. We are not aware of how test stubs or drivers
could be constructed while maintaining the integrity of the subjects. If code development and debugging are conducted at the
class level, the code coverage achieved by test cases obtained
through the current experimental setup may likely be different. Considering the above factors, readers should interpret the
results with caution. It is also unclear whether or how the variation of program sizes, different programming languages and
different types and levels of tests contribute to any effects on
the experimental results. Any such effects could be examined
by further experimentations with these varying characteristics
being separated for analysis.
In the data analysis of the experiment, we excluded the execution profiles obtained from executing the JUnit test classes
whose corresponding test cases resulted in no failure. Inclusion
of these execution profiles will change the values of the set of
coverage variables of each exercised statement in the experiment. It is interesting to know the extent of changes compared
to our current findings.
Program spectra can only be obtained on exercised program
entities (statements in this experiment). For some faulty versions
in which the faults reside in nonexecutable locations, we marked
the related executable statements proximate to the actual fault
positions. Other ways in deciding the faulty lines may produce
different results.
Our approach to building the accuracy graph was to ensure statistical consistency at the subject program level. Using
other notions of consistency may produce different accuracy
graphs.
We adopted the Kruskal–Wallis test, which is a nonparametric
test that does not require normality of the distribution of the data,
to compare the accuracy values of formulas. Nonparametric
tests are known to be less powerful than their parametric counterparts such as ANOVA. Using other statistical tests to compare the accuracy of formulas may result in different accuracy
graphs.
The ERAO relations of formulas were obtained by simply aggregating the comparison results of letter groups in every subject
and ranking scheme. Other ways of summarizing the accuracy
values or aggregating the comparison results may produce dif-
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ferent results. For example, if a formula Fx has more instances or
higher frequencies of being more accurate than another formula
Fy , then there is arguably stronger evidence that Fx is statistically more accurate than Fy when compared to the situation
where Fx is more accurate than Fy in only one instance while
in a large number of other instances they have similar accuracy
values. Hence, aggregating the accuracy comparisons by using
a scheme that takes into account the “strength” of evidence may
result in different accuracy graphs.
The test verdicts were downloaded with the subject programs from their repositories. Similar to the findings of Zhang
et al. [69], some of the verdicts may not correctly describe
the faults. We had tried our best to ensure the correctness of
the verdicts including appropriate corrections. Also, as a test
oracle may not truly describe the absence of program faults
due to coincidental correctness, there may exist incorrect test
results. We aim to study single-fault programs in some accuracy graphs, and yet when executing the subject programs
with their test suites, some not-yet-identified faults may be
unknowingly or unintentionally triggered. If this is the case,
the reproduction of the TRAO relations would become more
interesting.

V. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review some of the closely related work.
SBFL utilizes program spectra for distinguishing faulty program entities. Harrold et al. [21] found that execution trace
spectrum was one of the most applicable spectra for debugging.
Santelices et al. [51] found that different entities had different
accuracy when localizing different kinds of faults. Tang et al.
[54] found that performing SBFL at the object code level may
be more accurate than at the statement level.
Tarantula [27] is one of the earliest techniques designed exclusively for the purpose of SBFL. Later, various classical metrics
such as Jaccard [25], Ochiai [42], and Ample [1], [10] were imported to SBFL, and some of them were widely adopted in various empirical studies [1], [10], [68]. Wong et al. proposed many
SBFL techniques, including Wong 1–3 [62], cross-tab (CBT)
[61], and DStar [60]. Naish et al. [41] comprehensively evaluated the relative accuracy of 33 popular formulas and proposed
two new formulas Naish1 and Naish2, which were also included
in our experiment. Empirical studies usually suffer from their
limited ability to generalize the results beyond the experimental context. Zhang et al. [69] proposed to study the effect of
evaluation sequences. Xie et al. [63] performed a theoretical
analysis on a set of formulas comparing their accuracy, which
has been discussed in this paper.
SBFL in general utilizes the coverage information of both
passed and failed runs. Some studies [1], [67] revealed that failed
runs were more dominant to the accuracy of SBFL formulas
than passed runs. The formulas Wong1 [62] and binary [35],
which were proved [63] to be theoretical maximal formulas,
solely utilize failed runs. Zhang et al. [67] proposed an improved
technique by contrasting only the failed runs.
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Empirical accuracy of SBFL formulas varies among different
programs and faults. Studies have shown that using a combination of multiple formulas for fault localization can provide
more stable accuracy and reduce error rates. Xuan and Monperrus [64] proposed a learning-based framework called MULTRIC
that combined multiple formulas with learned weights from the
spectra of faulty and non-faulty entities. Le et al. [31] proposed
an information-retrieval-based technique that performs fault localization with multiple formulas together with analytical results from bug reports. Wang et al. [56] proposed using genetic
algorithm (GA) and simulated annealing (SA) to compute the
weights of multiple formulas.
Lucia et al. [36] proposed ways to construct fusion localizers
that fuse the adaptively selected formulas for locating faults.
They showed that certain variants of fusion localizers were more
effective than individual formulas. Tang et al. [55] proposed a
dual-service fault localization (DFL) model based on dynamic
construction of an ensemble SBFL formula that contrasts the
program spectra of a forthcoming version with the spectra of an
existing live version of program service, and demonstrated that
the DFL model could improve the accuracy of localizing faults
in the forthcoming version of the service.
SBFL techniques can also be used to locate faults in domains
other than conventional programs. Isolating faulty agents in a
multiagent system (MAS) is known to be error-prone and time
consuming and requires prior knowledge of the unexpected behavior of the agents. Passos et al. [44], [45] proposed a SBFL
alternative, coined extended SBFL for MAS, that locates faulty
agents by computing their fault suspiciousness in the MAS.
Their technique reduced the diagnosis effort with only some
minimal information from the system. Hofer et al. [23], [24]
used SBFL techniques to identify buggy cells in spreadsheet
applications. While program spectra were used to locate buggy
source code, hit-spectra matrix was used to compute the failure probability of each spreadsheet cell. Liu et al. [34] adopted
SBFL to aid the debugging of Simulink models, using an iterative approach to locate multiple faults by eliminating them one
by one.
A recent survey [62] provides a comprehensive overview of
SBFL techniques and discusses key issues and concerns that are
pertinent to software fault localization as a whole.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have revisited the accuracy graph Gtheory
of XCKX formulas. We have proposed a novel framework and
methodology to construct accuracy graphs with the notion of
monotonic ordering of accuracy among formulas over a series
of subjects empirically. We have validated that our framework
is robust through both experiments and systematic comparison
with existing results.
Our methodology has demonstrated its potential to simulate all theoretical relations successfully in the context as-
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sumed by the prior theoretical study [63] on XCKX formulas, and uses the results of [63] as the basis to expand the
graph to include a set of non-XCKX formulas. We have applied this methodology to produce other graphs with relaxed
specific assumptions to reveal relations between non-XCKX
formulas and those between XCKX and non-XCKX formulas
found in practical scenarios, as summarized in Results 1–6 in
Section IV. We are not aware of any prior research proposing
empirical frameworks close to what we have developed in this
work.
Unlike theoretical analysis that relies on the investigator’s
own insights and inspirations to discover and prove accuracy relations, our methodology has provided a highly applicable and practical mechanism for an investigator to systematically reveal empirical accuracy relations. Different from
mathematical proofs that heavily rely on human intellectual ability, our methodology can be highly automated, rendering mega-scale graph construction a potential actionable
item.
Previous theoretical results have only identified two maximal
SBFL formulas (namely, ER1 and ER5 in Fig. 1). By extending
to non-XCKX formulas, our experiments have shown that a set
of other formulas may also be maximal, e.g., F39 , F41 , and F42
in Gtypical in Fig. 5(a) under the “typical” setting which makes
no assumption of the fault. That is, in our experiment, these
formulas, together with ER1 and ER5a , were ranked ahead of
other formulas while they were incomparable among themselves
in the sense that none is statistically ranked ahead of another.
Thus, whenever formulas in ER1 and ER5 are included in an
experiment, we suggest that these other potentially maximal
formulas should be included, too.
Moreover, the formulas of ER5a were statistically ranked
ahead of ER5b , which is contrary to the results of previous
theoretical analysis that they are equally accurate. Thus, for
practical use when the tester usually has no prior knowledge
of any faults in the program or whether the program under
test will crash or not, our results indicate that the tester may
apply the maximal formulas in Gtypical for performing SBFL in
preference of other formulas.
Our methodology and ERAO relations serve as a starting
point to align theoretical results with empirical data. In Gbase
and Gexp , their ERAO relations provide clues of potential TRAO
relations for facilitating new mathematical proofs. As reported
in Result 1b, Gcrash , Gexp crash , Gnonsingle , and Gexp can align
a majority of TRAO relations by considering off-by-one assumption and crash runs only. On the other hand, Gtypical reveals counter-examples that reject the theoretical conjectures
of some TRAO relations. Further work should be done to finetune the methodology, definition of ERAO relations as well
as a more generalized TRAO relation toward the development
of a theory that can better explain the empirical data without
contradiction.
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SUBJECT PROGRAMS (IN C LANGUAGE) AND THEIR FAULTY PROGRAM VERSIONS STUDIED IN THIS PAPER
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